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                        Welcome to Leaterra’s Utsav
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                        Mon - Sat 8:00 - 6:30, Sunday - CLOSED
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                                Welcome to Leaterra’s Utsav
    Banquet  

        & Indoor Events

    Leaterra is a company that takes the initiative to devote itself wholeheartedly to making the ring ceremony day memorable and epic.

    Discover More
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    		
                    
                        
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                
                                Welcome to Leaterra’s Utsav
    Banquet  

        & Indoor Events

    Leaterra is a hospitality service and agro production company with the vision to serve society with ethics and values.

    Discover More
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                                High-class Hospitality Services
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                Welcome to Leaterra

                Mind blowing events for ever-lasting impressions

            

            
                Leaterra is a renowned event management company.

            

            
                Our passion is matched only by our industry knowledge and know-how. Whether you want an individual service or a full end-to-end event planning and management service, we can tailor our service to suit your budget, your event, and your internal processes.

                As well as a deep understanding of what’s involved in setting up and running an event, we also have access to an extensive network of contacts and can bring in new services at a moment’s notice. This all allows you to effectively scale up or scale down your event-related operations at short notice, without the need to increase headcount.

            


        

    


            

        

        
            

            
                
                    Our Services List

                    What We’re Offering
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                                Ring Ceremony

                                Leaterra is a company that takes the initiative to devote itself wholeheartedly to making the ring ceremony day memorable and epic.
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                                Weddings

                                With many years in the wedding industry, Leaterra has emerged as one of the best wedding planners in Deo Block, Aurangabad District, Bihar.
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                                Haldi Ceremony

                                The paste is applied with mango leaves by relatives of the couple to five specific body parts the face/neck, arms, hands.
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                                Marriage Proposal

                                Wondering how to propose to the one you love. Asking for your significant other’s hand in marriage is one of the most important things.
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                                Birthday Party

                                A birthday party is an important factor that each of us will always remember in our memories, and every person will try to remember the.
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                                Special Occasions

                                Special occasions and milestone moments deserve the ultimate celebration, and no better place for you to begin, than with us.
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                                Corporate Events

                                We are a nationally recognized event planning & organizing company based in Deo Block, Aurangabad District, Bihar. 
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                                Musical Night

                                Leaterra Utsav is a leading event lighting Arrangement Company for concerts, events, streaming, television , and music venues.From design.
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                                Baby Showers

                                Are you overwhelmed with the details and responsibilities involved in planning a baby shower If yes, then we can manage this special event.
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					Testimonials

				

				
					
					
						
							
						
							I booked this place out for my wedding ceremony, the food layout and spread at the service was amamzing, it completely stood out. I had a great time with all my wedding guests at the property, everything went out just as I had planned it to be!
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									Mohit Gupta

									
										
										
										
										
										
									

								

							

						

						
							Leaterra was absolutely gorgeous and even better than I could have ever imagined. Their whole team of wedding planners ensured I get a perfect bridal entry, phoolon ki chaadar and the best food ever.
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                                Contact Us

                                Leave Us A Message

                            

                            
                                The team drives their efforts in the rightful direction to deliver the clients the stupendous, unforgettable event experience If you’re planning to have a gala and lavish event in the future then fill out the adjacent form without hesitation, and our team will call you promptly.
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 Leaterra is an event management company that was formed many years ago. The company offers A-Z event planning services from a team of experienced and energetic event planners, suppliers, venues, and more. 
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                        Contact

                        	
                                
                                94855 94851, 9162508968  8010411906
                            
	
                                
                                info@leaterra.com 
                            
	
                                
                                Business / Office Address 
 Village  Bela, Post  Deo, P.S   Madanpur, District  Aurangabad Bihar PIN – 824202
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